SEO Experts Roundup Conclusions
“Where should we focus our SEO efforts in 2017 ?”

SEO Experts Roundup Introduction
Nowadays, in such a competitive market, SEO – Search Engine Optimization is more important than
ever. An optimized website will put you ahead of the competition, generating for you more visitors and
ultimately more sales.

As 2017 just begun, we asked the SEO experts what we should do to optimize our websites and keep
up with the trends. 50 SEO Experts answered to our call. Check the entire post here.
Bellow you will find what they recommend to focus your SEO efforts on:

A. Mobile
Most of the experts enriched the idea that mobile is not a trend anymore but a requirement.
Google’s previously said that over half of search queries globally come from mobile
devices. From a nice-to-have feature, mobile friendliness has turned into a must — if your page isn’t
optimized for mobile devices, it’s likely to be discarded from mobile search results completely.
You need to optimize your website for mobile devices so take intro consideration the following features:
responsive design, speed improvement, AMP (Advanced Mobile Pages) technology.

B. Content
Content was the king of ranking factors in 2016, and according to experts it will continue to be in 2017 and
beyond. However only quality, long and researched content will rank well.
B1. Run a content audit
There was a mad rush to create as much content as possible and unfortunately most of this content is
not performing as expected (no traffic, no engagement from visitors) so a content audit is necessary to update
or clean the content that is not performing well.
B2. Content quality
Most of the experts that participated to this roundup, vouch for long, well researched quality content
that covers a topic in deep.

Write articles about things that people are likely to search, and give them everything that they could
ever ask for in a single “ultimate guide” style article. Every piece of content you aim to create should be the
best you can possibly make it.
B3. Multimedia content
Enrich your content by adding images, infographics and videos. As attention span of viewers tend to
decrease over time make sure you keep them attracted to your content.
B4. Viral content
Make sure the content you create will become viral: Create guides that solve problems, quote experts, add
pictures and videos etc, make it easy to share by your visitors.

C. Backlinks
The web is social. Instead of trying link building techniques or sweat to build backlinks you should
better make connections in your niche. These connections, as soon as they know and trust you, will promote
way better your content to their audiences.
From a local standpoint, citations and niche directories are still very important. From a general
standpoint, guest post links are some of the best backlinks to pursue. Spend time building those relationships.
Webmasters love free content!
Also you should repurpose this content into many forms of diversified media. Transform your
“Resources” website pages into PDFs, PPTs, Word Documents, Videos, Audios, Infographics and start creating
completely optimized (for users and Google) Branded profiles on these types of websites by submitting your
diversified media and build backlinks to your site while doing it.
There are many strategies you can use to get backlinks: create experts roundups, check for broken links
on other sites, create link baits products (free tools , plugins, infographic s et).
Bottom line when we consider link building is that you need to be creative and think outside the box. As
soon as one technique is used by many bloggers it become heavy used and then obsolete.

D. Artificial Intelligence - RankBrain
Google announced RankBrain as it’s third most important ranking factor at the tail end of 2015 and
with over a year’s data to play with, expect Rank Brain to play an even bigger role this year.
Rank Brain has been a part of Hummingbird for a while now, and together, they are trying to get to
know us. This means a transition toentity based search, increased importance of schema markup, and a
necessity to fight fire with fire, i.e. automation with automation .
With its use of artificial intelligence and overlooking keyword-matching, in favor of discovering the
underlying keyword intent of what the user wants, expect SEOs to take a more traditional marketing mindset in
deeply understanding what the user wants and providing content that genuinely satisfies that intent.

E. Website Speed
Loading speed of a website is a ranking factor so website that load fast are favored by Google algorithm.
Google mentioned they expect pages to load in 2 seconds or less.
Visitors leave websites if the content is not loaded in a decent amount of time. If your website takes
more than 4 seconds to load, you could lose up to 75 percent of repeat users.
To increase your speed you should use resources like: image optimization, CDN (content delivery
network), caching, HTTP2 technology and technical optimization of websites.

F. Website security
As of January 2017, the world’s most popular web browser (Google Chrome) will begin labeling nonHTTPs sites that transmit passwords and/or ask for credit card details as “Not Secure.”
Also, SSL is a ranking factor for Google so websites that use secure connection may see boosts in
ranking.

G. Local SEO

Search result varies for different geographical location, leveraging local SEO is crucial for business. It
tends to give your business an edge over local competitors.
When optimizing for local results, the first steps should be creating a Google My Business page
and completely filling it out with information and pictures. Next, you should utilize Schema.org markup to
get your name, address, and phone number on every page of your site.

H. Voice searches
Last year in May, Google stated that 20% of percent of mobile queries are voice searches. In 2016, it was
doing warm up, but this year it’s going to show its real power. Voice search will affect the keyword
optimization, because people speak differently than they write.
For example: When they write in Google’s search box they write almost in the same keyword format we

know “best automobile shop near me” while speaking they say something like this “which is the best
automobile shop near me?”. Voice search will change our keyword strategy from local to more personalized.
I. Videos and Youtube

Rank your Youtube Videos using SEO so you will get exposure from the 2nd largest search engine
after the mighty Google for your main keywords that you also target for with your website’s SEO.
There is still not that much competition on YT for many many keywords, and I think this is the best
time to totally take that platform over. Drive all that traffic back to your website from YouTube.
J. Other Factors
There are many other small factors such as click through rate, social signals, bounce rate and many
other little minor factors that people claim are important to SEO and will help drive traffic to a site regardless
and help build a websites domain metrics.
It is important that you try and do things properly, keep on top of the game, read genuine SEO bloggers
who post useful tips and advice.
K. Resources
50 SEO Experts Roundup – Where should we focus our SEO efforts in 2017 @ Monetize.info
Top 10 SEO Tactics that Work in 2017 @ Monetize.info

Brian Dean Backlinko Blog
SemRush Blog
Link-Assistant Blog
Ahrefs Blog
Top Gold Forum – SEO, Social Media, Online Business Active Forum
L. Conclusion
2017 will see winners from those SEO practitioners who stay deeply rooted in the inbound marketing
community, following industry news. Be adaptive, be receptive, and test absolutely everything
Get the latest roundups, tutorials and case studies from Monetize.info.
Join our 10000+ members community !

